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ABSTRACT
Human face states the inner emotions, thoughts and physical disorders. These
emotions are expressed on the face via facial muscles. The estimated time
through which a facial expression occurs on the face is between 0.5 to 4 seconds,
and a micro expression between 0.1 to 0.5 seconds. Obviously, for the purpose
of recording micro expressions, obtaining videos frames between 30 up to 200
frames per second is essential. This research uses Kinect V.2 sensor to get the
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color and depth data in 30 fps. Depth image stores useful 2.5-Dimentional
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information from skin wrinkles which is the main key to recognize even slightest
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micro facial expressions. Experiment starts with splitting color and depth images
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into facial parts, and after applying pre-processing techniques, features
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extraction out of both type of data in spatial and frequency domain takes place.
Some of the features which are used in this study are Histogram of Oriented
Gradient (HOG), Gabor Filter, Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF), Local
Phase Quantization (LPQ), Local Binary Pattern (LBP). Non dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II)
feature selection algorithm applies on extracted features to have faster learning process and finally selected
features are sent to neuro-fuzzy and neural network classifiers. Proposed method is evaluated with the benchmark
databases such as, Eurecom Kinect Face DB, VAP RGBD-T Face, JAFFE, Face Grabber DB, FEEDB, and
CASME. Moreover, the proposed method is compared with other similar methods and Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) method on mentioned databases. The results are really satisfactory, and it indicates classification
accuracy improvement of proposed method versus other methods.
Keywords: micro facial expressions recognition; Kinect sensor; depth data; spatial and frequency domain;
evolutionary feature selection; neuro-fuzzy classifier;
1. INTRODUCTION
Image processing sensors are affected our daily lives. They are employed in vehicle control systems, security,
entertainment, market places, art [3], army, psychology, medicine, agriculture [4] and even gaming industry and
… [1, 2]. One of its usage is a subcategory of psychology. It is face analysis and two important subcategory of
face analysis are called Facial Expressions Recognition (FER) [5] and Micro Facial Expressions Recognition
(FMER) [6] as they express human emotions via facial muscles. As micro expressions are hard to recognize in
color images and Depth images [14] or 2.5-Dimentional (2.5-D) images [7] bring more details from surface of
any object, Kinect sensor V.2 [8] is employed in this experiment. By converting 2.5-D images from point cloud
space into 3-Dimentional (3-D) space, it is possible to get all face wrinkles which are the micro expression this
paper intended to recognize in their slight appearance level on the face. All depth sensors could detect distance
between object and the sensor by projecting infrared points to the object and receiving them in the origin place
for example as millimetre. It has to mention that they have different technologies to achieve this. Those which
uses infrared spectrum, could work perfectly in the pure darkness condition. Some of the famous depth sensors
are Kinect, Asus Xtion, Minolta, Inspeck Mega Capturor and etc. Table 1 shows some of these sensors and their
specifications. Figure 1 presents Kinect first and second generations differences. Also Figure 2 represents Kinect
V1. And V2 beside each other.
Table. 1 Famous depth sensors and their specifications
SENSOR

TYPE

MINOLTA
3DMDFACE

3-D Laser Scanning
Vision Cameras

RESOLUTION IN
MM
0.041 – 0.22
< 0.2
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WORKING DISTANCE
IN M
2.5
-

PRICE IN
$
25000
10 K – 20
K
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Low-Intensity Laser Light
Source
Structred Light

0.08 – 0.3

0.35

72000

0.7

1.1

IR laser Emitter

1.5 – 0.5

0.5 – 4.5

KINECT V.2
SOFTKINETIC DS325
STRUCTURE
PRIMESENSE CARMINE

Time of Flight
Diffused Laser
IR Structured Light
IR Laser Emitter

1.4 at 1 mdistance
0.5 – 30
0.1 – 1.2

0.5 – 8
0.15 – 1
3.5
3.5

ASUS XTION PRO LIVE
INTEL REALSENSE

IR Laser Emitter
Structured Light

<1

0.8 – 3.5
0.2 - > 10

Not
Availble
Not
Availble
149.99
259
379
Not
Availble
169.99
99 - 399

CYBERWARE 3030 RGB/PS
INSPECK MEGA
CAPTURER II
KINECT V.1

Figure. 1 Kinect V.1 and V.2 differences. Constant scene recording (a) and main differences (b) [8]

Figure. 2 Kinect V1 and V2 [8]
Color images are 2-Diomentional (2-D) in different color spaces such as Red Green Blue (RGB), YIQ,
CIELAB, YCbCr, CMYK [9] and etc. But Kinect depth images are stored in a 2-D matrix which each cell value
represents the distance between object and the sensor in millimeter and in the range of 0 to 255 and that’s why
depth image is called 2.5-D image. Depth image is visible to human eye as a gray image and as blacker the pixel
is, the closer distance between that pixel and sensor indicates. Figure 3 shows a recorded Kinect sample in the
experiment in both color and depth modes. In the figure, left image is color image in gray level form and right
image is depth data.
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Figure. 3 A recorded sample in the experiment using Kinect V.2 sensor. Color (a) and Depth (b)
1.1 Facial expressions recognition and micro facial expressions recognition
In order to explain the Facial Expressions Recognition (FER) [5] and Facial Micro Expressions Recognition
(FMER) [6], it is needed to explain face detection and recognition first. If a system could distinguish the face
objects out any other objects in a digital image, then this system is called face detection system. Now if a system
could distinguish a specific identity by face in a bunch other face images, then the system is called face recognition
system. Each human face, despite of gender, age and race could express seven main expressions in general.
Expression recognition states which type of emotion subject is in, out of seven main emotions. It is mentionable
that other emotions or expressions are combinations of these seven emotions, or it can be said combination of
facial muscle which are employed to express seven main emotions. These seven main emotions or face expressions
are joy or happiness, sadness, anger, surprise, disgust, fear and neutral. This paper is intended to classify these
expressions and micro version of them from face object out of color and depth images. Figure 4 represents neutral
expression and from left to right in 2-D color, 2.5-D depth and 3-D point cloud forms.

Figure. 4 2-D color (a), 2.5-D depth (b), 3-D point cloud (c) [10]
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Facial features are using to determine race, gender, mood, age and etc. Some of these features are permanent
like bone structure, skin texture color and some of them are temporary like cosmetics, glass, bear and facial muscle
exercises. In total facial muscles are the main factor for facial expressions appearance. Also, facial parts have
important impact on a facial expression, like mouth, eyes and nose.
It is better to weight each face element to have better result in final recognition accuracy. Eyes and mouth due
to have higher effect, should have more weight than other parts. Figure 5 shows some facial elements or parts and
facial elements weighting.
There are factors which should be considered in facial expressions recognition experiment such as: face pose,
environmental light intensity changes and face blocking. Figure 6 presents these factors. Also, Figure 7 shows all
seven main facial expressions along with their 3-D model.

Figure. 5 Face part eye (a), face part mouth (b) and facial parts weighting (c) [40]

Figure. 6 Face blocking (a) [11], environmental light intensity changes (b) and face pose (c) [40]

Figure. 7 Seven main facial expressions [12]
1.2 Facial action coding system
Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [13] is the best way for coding human facial muscles movement known.
Each action consisted of a muscle movement which with combining them, making every expression is possible.
FACS is made in 1978 and included 44 action units and during time increased till 51 action units in 2002 by
scientists. Action units 1 to 7 are related to upper parts of the face and others to lower parts. First 20 action units
along with their specifications or muscle descriptions are described in the Table 2.
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Table. 2 First 20 actions unit in FACS
AU NUMBER
0
1
2
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

FACS NAME
Neutral face
Inner brow raiser
Outer brow raiser
Brow lowered
Upper lid raiser
Cheek raiser
Lid tightener
Lips toward each other
Nose wrinkle
Upper lip raiser
Nasolabial deepener
Lip corner puller
Sharp lip puller
Dimple
Lip corner depressor
Lower lip depressor
Chin raiser
Lip pucker
Tongue show
Lip stretcher

MUSCULAR BASIS
frontalis (pars medialis)
frontalis (pars lateralis)
depressor glabellae, depressor supercilii, corrugator supercilii
levator palpebrae superioris, superior tarsal muscle
orbicularis oculi (pars orbitalis)
orbicularis oculi (pars palpebralis)
orbicularis oris
levator labii superioris alaeque nasi
levator labii superioris, caput infraorbitalis
zygomaticus minor
zygomaticus major
levator anguli oris (also known as caninus)
buccinator
depressor anguli oris (also known as triangularis)
depressor labii inferioris
mentalis
incisivii labii superioris and incisivii labii inferioris
risorius w/ platysma

By considering action units and combining them, it is possible to get all expressions possible on human face.
Below just some action unit’s combination and their related expressions are mentioned. Figure 8 presents some
expressions based on FACS.
•
•
•
•

26+25+5+2+1= Surprise
6+12 = Joy
17+15+1= Sadness
25+10+9+7+4 = Anger

Figure. 8 Four famous expressions based FACS [15]
2. RELATED WORKS
As prior work section is relay on databses and verity of them, Table 3 presents these database in detailes. In
order to increase the visiblity of the paper and saving space, prior related work setion is summerized in Table 4.
This helps to have more space for proposed method and validation sections and decreses confusion in final reader.
Table. 3 FER and FMER color and depth based databses along with their detailes
DATABASE

SAMPLES

Eurecom
Kinect Face

14 male
and 38
females

VAP RGBD Face

13

SENSOR

USAGE

DATA
TYPE

DIMENSIONS

EXPRESSIONS

YEAR

REF

Kinect V.1

FER – face
recognition

2014

[11]

FER – face
recognition

RGB=
256*256
Depth=
256*256
RGB=
351*421
Depth=
480*640

3 expressions of
neutral, joy and
surprise

Kinect V.1

1248
Color +
depth
images
2960
color +
depth
images

4 expressions of
neutral, joy,
anger, surprise
and sadness

2012

[16]
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VAP RGBD-T Face

51

Kinect V.1
And
AXIS
Q1922

FER – face
recognition

46360
color +
depth +
thermal
images

Curtin Face

25

Kinect V.1

FER – face
recognition

FEEDB

50

Kinect V.1

Face
Grabber

33 male
and
7female

Kinect V.2

SMIC

16

Pixel INK
PL-B774U

FER FMER –
face
recognition
FER FMER –
face
recognition
FMER

5000
color +
depth
images
30 color
and
depth
videos
67159
color +
depth
images
164
video
files in
100
frame
fps

CASME

19

BenQ M31
GRAS03K2C

FMER

Polikovsky's

10

Grasshopper

FMER

USF-HD

100

-

FER FMER

YorkDDT
JAFFE

9
10

-

FER
FER – face
recognition

195
video
files in
60 fps
200
video
files in
200 fps
56
video
files in
30 fps
30 fps
212
gray
images
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RGB=
480*640
Depth=
480*640
Thermal=
288*384
RGB=
480*640
Depth=
480*640
RGB=
480*640
Depth=
480*640
RGB=
2080*1920
Depth=
424*512
640*480

4 expressions of
neutral, joy,
anger and
surprise

2014

[17]

7 main
expressions

2013

[18]

33 facial
expressions

2013

[19]

7 main
expressions

2016

[20]

4 expressions

2013

[21]

640*480
1280*780

7 expressions

2013

[22]

640*480

13 expressions

2009

[23]

1280*780

6 expressions

2011

[24]

640*480
256*256

18 expressions
7 main
expressions

2009
1998

[25]
[56]

Table. 4 Prior related works for FER and FMER
DATABASE

AUTHOR(S)YEAR
Wei-LunChao
2015

FEATURE(S)

CLASSIFIER

ACCURACY

USAGE

COMMENT

REF

LPQ+ (esLBP)

SVM

94.88

FER

[26]

KDEF

Elgarrai, Zineb
2016

Gabor Filter

HMM

88.6

FER

Eurecom
Kinect Face
VAP RGB-D
Face
VAP RGB-D-T
Face

Ijjina, Earnest
Paul 2014
Hg RI, Jasek P
2012
Oliu Simon,
Marc
2016

CNN

CNN

87.9

FER

Expression
specific local
binary pattern
Dimensionality
reduction
Fisher’s
Analysis
-

PCA

PCA

92.88

FER

-

[29]

LBP + Haar +
Hog

95.7

FER

LBP+ Haar +
Hog =
HOGOM

[30]

FEEDB

Mariusz
Szwoch
2015
Sen Yuan, Xia
Mao 2017

Local Features

Weighted
Nearest
Neighbor
Classifier
(WNNC)
KNN

50.0

FER

[31]

exponential
elastic
preserving
projections
(EEPP),

exponential
elastic
preserving
projections
(EEPP),

83.0

FER

Using 25
samples and 9
expressions
Single faced

JAFFE

Face Grabber

[27]

[28]

[32]
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Politkovskaya’s
YorkDDT
SMIC

S Polikovsky2009
T Pfister-2011

Cohn and
Kaneda’s (CK)
CASME

Wu, Qi-2011

SMIC

Huang, Xiao
Hua-2015

SMIC, CASME

X Huang-2016

CASME

Zheng, Hao2017

SJ Wang-2014

Seyed Muhammad Hossein Mousavi

3D-Gradients orientation
histogram
LBP-TOP
Multiple
Kernel
Learning
(MKL)
Gabor Filter
Gentle
SVM
Discriminant Tensor Subspace
Analysis (DTSA) and Extreme
Learning Machine (ELM)
LBP-TOP
SVM

Spatiotemporal Completed Local
Quantization
Patterns (STCLQP)
2D Gabor filter
SVM

80%

ISSN: 2518-8739

Results are based on average
of facial parts
Weaker results using RF and
SVM classifiers are
achieved.

[33]

Core i5 650 system with
4GB memory
Just micro expressions

[35]

[37]

75.31%

Using Temporal
Interpolation Model (TMP)
to normalizing each video to
10frames
CASME= 68.93

71.19%

CASME II= 64.88

[39]

%71.4 %71.5

%85.42
47%
%57.93

[34]

[36]

[38]

3. PROPOSED METHOD
System starts with data acquisition from stream online or offline input. Then, face detection and extraction
take place using Viola and Jones algorithm [41] for both depth and color images. Some of these extractions are
presented in Figure 9 on some samples of Internet based, KDEF [40] and FEEDB [19] databases.

Figure. 9 Extracted facial features from few databases in color mode
Third step is to split input color and depth data into facial parts of mouth, eyes and nose for each subject. Forth
step is consisting of pre-processing operations. As this step has high of importance in achieving better results, it
needs to be done using the best algorithms. Steps are as follow:
Median Low pass filter applies on facial parts followed by unsharp mask filter which is a high pass filter to
have smoothen edges from inside and sharpened edges from outside. Histogram equalization fixes the brightness
and illumination levels, especially in-depth image. Closing morphological operation is very important to get rid
of any unwanted holes [1] [62]. Canny edge detection finds the best edges possible for feature extraction step [42].
The following step consists of extracting spatial and frequency domains features from color and depth images.
Figure 10 represents the proposed method workflow.

Figure. 10 Proposed method flowchart
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Features of Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) [43], Gabor Filter [44], Speeded Up Robust Features
(SURF) [45] are extracted from color images and features of Local Phase Quantization (LPQ) [46], Local Binary
Pattern (LBP) [47] from depth images. In order to decrease runtime and getting rid of unnecessary outlier data
and also increasing recognition accuracy, NSGA-II evolutionary dimensionality reduction algorithm [48] is
employed. In the last step and for classification, two robust classification algorithms of Artificial Neural Network
(feed forward) [49] and neuro fuzzy [50] classifiers are employed for better results.
Image features are based on texture, appearance, illumination and edge. Now each feature provides specific
information which is different for its related application. With combining these features, it is possible to cover all
aspects and features of the scene, which this paper is intended to do it.
3.1 Local binary pattern
Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [47] is a color and texture-based feature and it is very nice feature for texture
analysis. This feature introduced as a 3*3 rectangle for start and has good resistance against different illumination
levels. So, it is used to reduce the effect of illumination changes in the experiment.
In dealing with face analysis that each face is different with another, local and texture-based features like LBP
are so useful. Obviously with adding more features to the final feature vector, learning time increases which a
solution is made for this purpose to have as higher accuracy as possible along with as lowest runtime speed as
possible. LBP is one of the most famous local features which is using in different illumination conditions. That is
why this feature is used as all databases does not have the same illumination levels. Figure 11 shows the
performance steps of LBP algorithm.

Figure. 11 LBP algorithm workflow (a) and applying on a sample (b)
3.2 Histogram oriented gradient
There is another type of features which are based on edge, place and angle of the pixels. It is possible to extract
these features using image gradients. They are Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) [43] features. These
features are local, just like LBP. As these features are perfect to extract face wrinkles edges, it is rationale to
employed it.
In edge-based features which are possible to get by gradient of the image, useful information is extracted from
angles and position of the connected pixels. HOG features are in horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions. HOG
features are extracting from blocks with different sizes. These blocks have two values of magnitude and direction.
Magnitude determines the scale of the block and direction determines the path which that specific edge follows.
Figure 12 shows HOG feature gradient magnitude and direction on a sample.
3.3 Local phase quantization
If the image has unwanted smoothing, it is needed to use frequency domain features. As a lot of images in
different databases have a lot of blurring or average filtering, it is rational to add frequency domain features to fix
blurring effect in final feature vector. Local Phase Quantization (LPQ) [46] feature is used on depth images in this
research as this feature is just like HOG on color images and extracts huge amount of edge features.
LPQ is a local feature in frequency domain based on Fourier transform system [51]. Blurring effect in
magnitude and phase of frequency domain has different effect. Phase channel could deactivate low pass smoothing
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filters which might be in some of the images. This feature is perfect to use on depth images. Figure 13 represents
the process of LPQ algorithm workflow.

Figure. 12 Gradient kernel (a), gradient directions (b) and gradient magnitude and directions on a sample (c)

Figure. 13 LPQ algorithm workflow
As it is clear in the Figure 14, LPQ method has robust performance in dealing with low pass gaussian
smoothing filter. In the figure, standard deviation is (left side) and 0.5-1.5 (right side).

Figure. 14 Blurring effect with different sigma on Gabor filter, LBP and LPQ algorithms
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3.4 Gabor filter
Gabor Filters [44] are so common in face analysis applications. This feature reveal face wrinkles very well.
These features are not sensitive to rotation, resizing and illumination changes. Gabor filter is based on texture just
like LBP and is robust against low pass filters. Gabor filters widely used in texture analysis and edge detection.
This filter is linear and local. Gabor filter convolution core is based on an exponential linear function in a gaussian
one. If they be adjusted very well, they could have very precise performance. They have great response into sudden
changes which makes these filters very good in face analysis. Their main advantages are in change in illumination,
rotation and resizing. Below re Gabor filter parameters.
• Sigma
Standard deviation which is used in gaussian function. Sigma shows the changes width in the wave form.
• Theta
Wavelet direction angle. The most important parameter and determines to which features should be responded.
• Lambda
The size of sine wave length.
• Gamma
How much elliptical wavelet is and 1 means a circular gaussian function.
• Psi
Phase changes during time.
Gabor filter complex, real and imaginary equations are as follow:
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥 = 𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦; 𝜆, 𝜃, 𝜓, 𝜎, 𝛾) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

𝑥 ′2 + 𝛾 2 𝑦 ′2
𝑥′
)
exp
(𝑖
(2𝜋
+ 𝜓))
2𝜎 2
𝜆

𝑥 ′2 + 𝛾 2 𝑦 ′2
𝑥′
)
cos
(2𝜋
+ 𝜓)
2𝜎 2
𝜆
𝑥 ′2 + 𝛾 2 𝑦 ′2
𝑥′
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦 = 𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦; 𝜆, 𝜃, 𝜓, 𝜎, 𝛾) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
)
sin
(2𝜋
+ 𝜓)
2𝜎 2
𝜆
𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙 = 𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦; 𝜆, 𝜃, 𝜓, 𝜎, 𝛾) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

(1)
(2)
(3)

Where

𝑥 ′ = 𝑥 cos 𝜃 + 𝑦 sin 𝜃
(4)
𝑦 ′ = 𝑥 sin 𝜃 + 𝑦 cos 𝜃
(5)
Figure 15 show two images in color and depth form and in the frequency domain which a gaussian filter with
sigma=3 is applied on them. As it is clear in this figure, low pass filtering in depth image and in frequency domain
has weaker effect compared with color image. Amplitude and phase spectrums in frequency domain has slight
change in depth image in the figure, which means using frequency domain features on depth image is a rational
effort.

Figure. 15 Blurring effect on color (a) and depth (b) images in the frequency domain with similar sigma
amount.
Figure 16 shows Gabor filter in different frequency and directions in 2-Dimentional (2-D) and 3-Dimentional
(3-D) forms (a), Gaussian kernel in Gabor filter with 30 Degree of sin (b) and Gabor filter with wave length of 8
and in directions of 0, 22, 45, 67, 90, 112, 135 and 180 degrees.
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Figure. 16 Gabor filter in different freqency and directions (a), Gabor filter in sin waveform in 30 degree (b),
Gabor filter with wveleanght of 8 in different directions on a sample color image
3.5 Speeded up robust features
Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [45] is a feature detector and descriptor algorithm. SURF is so fast
algorithm and has great resistance against rotation. First, image integral calculates just like Harr method. Then,
feature points using Hessian algorithm [52] will be found. Making scale space is the third step. Determining
maximum point is next step. Finally feature vector will be make using preview step. SURF is the advanced version
of SIFT [53] but it is faster multiple times. Figure 17 represents LBP, LPQ, HOG, SURF and Gabor filter features
(machine understanding) on a sample in color and depth forms. Figure 18 illustrates proposed methods steps in
visual form.

Figure. 17 Appling 5 main features on a sample face image in color and depth forms, showing machine
understanding of different features in spatial and frequency domains [54]

Figure. 18 Proposed method workflow on a sample image
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3.6 NSGA-II Evolutionary dimensionality reduction
In FMER task, usually there are feature vectors which contain discriminative and non-discriminative data. As
the task is about micro expressions, and slight details has high of importance, so selecting the best features and
removing others is a very important step. In Multi Objective optimization using Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEA)
[59], Non dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA) [55] is one of the most famous, as it is a type of genetic
algorithm. But it has high complexity, lack of elitism and for choosing optimal parameters. So, it was decided to
modified it and Non dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) [48] was made which has better sorting
algorithm, having elitism and also sharing parameters not need to be chosen. This paper employed this great
algorithm in feature selection step, as it using its nondominated sorting approach which provides the best final
features. According to the research, it is the first usage of NSGA-II feature selection in FMER for depth images.
Figure 19 shows the chart of NSGA-II implementation used in this paper. For more information about this method,
it can be referred to [48].

Figure. 19 Flow chart of NSGA-II implementation
4.

VALIDATION AND RESULTS

For validating the final results, Neuro-fuzzy [50] and Artificial Neural Network classifiers [49] are employed.
Also, for determining the robustness of the proposed system, most famous and new similar methods in FER and
FMER tasks would be compared with propose system on same databases. Also, the selected databases for
validation which together cover both FER and FMER tasks in color and depth image types are Eurecom Kinect
Face DB [11], VAP RGBD-T Face [17], JAFFE [56], Face Grabber DB [20], FEEDB [19], and CASME [22].
Also, the mentioned databases validated using Conventional Neural Network (CNN) [57] which feature extraction
would be done by the algorithm itself to have better understanding of machine understanding of image versus
human. Windows 10 64-bit operating system along with MATLAB R 2019 b software are used for getting the
final evaluations results. Also, the hardware setup for processing is as follow: Intel Core I-7 4790-K CPU 4.00
GHz, 32 GB of RAM, NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1050 2GB. Data for both classifiers are divided to 70 % for training
and 30 % for testing.
Experiment’s parameters for NSGA-II feature selection used in this research are listed in Table 5. Table 6
represents characteristics of all 6 face databases which are selected to be used in validation section in order to
comparison purpose. Figure 20 some samples of these 6 databases in different expressions.
Table. 5 Simulation parameters for feature selection
NSGA-II PARAMETERS

PARAMETER VALUE

POPULATION SIZE
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS
CROSSOVER PROBABILITY
MUTATION PROBABILITY
CROSSOVER METHOD
MUTATION METHOD
SELECTION METHOD
POOL SIZE
POPULATION SIZE

300
400
0.8
1/d (d = 3403)
Binary crossover
Binary mutation
Tournament selection
200
2
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Table. 6 Selected databases characteristics for validation
DATABASE

SAMPLES

SENSOR

USAGE

Eurecom
Kinect Face

14 male and
38 females

Kinect V.1

FER – face
recognition

VAP RGB-DT Face

51

Kinect V.1
And
AXIS
Q1922

FER – face
recognition

FEEDB

50

Kinect V.1

FER - FMER
– face
recognition

30 color and
depth
videos

33 male and
7female

Kinect V.2

FER - FMER
– face
recognition

67159 color
+ depth
images

CASME

19

FMER

JAFFE

10

BenQ M31
GRAS03K2C
-

195 video
files in 60
fps
212 gray
images

Face Grabber

FER – face
recognition

DATA
TYPE
1248
Color +
depth
images
46360 color
+ depth +
thermal
images

DIMENSIONS

EXPRESSIONS

YEAR

RGB=
256*256
Depth=
256*256
RGB=
480*640
Depth=
480*640
Thermal=
288*384
RGB=
480*640
Depth=
480*640

3 expressions of
neutral, joy and
surprise

2014

4 expressions of
neutral, joy, anger
and surprise

2014

33 facial expressions

2013

RGB=
2080*1920
Depth=
424*512

7 main expressions

2016

640*480
1280*780

7 main expressions

2013

256*256

7 main expressions

1998

Figure. 20 Samples from selected databases in different expressions
4.1 Neuro-fuzzy classifier
Fuzzy logic is a form of many-valued logic in which the truth values of variables may be any real number
between 0 and 1. It is employed to handle the concept of partial truth, where the truth value may range between
completely true and completely false [58]. Fuzzy sets are often defined as triangle or trapezoid-shaped curves, as
each value will have a slope where the value is increasing, a peak where the value is equal to 1 (which can have
a length of 0 or greater) and a slope where the value is decreasing.
An adaptive Neuro-fuzzy Inference System or Adaptive Network-based fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) is a
kind of artificial neural network that is based on Takagi–Sugeno fuzzy inference system [50, 60]. The technique
was developed in the early 1990s. Since it integrates both neural networks and fuzzy logic principles, it has
potential to capture the benefits of both in a single framework. Its inference system corresponds to a set of fuzzy
IF–THEN rules that have learning capability to approximate nonlinear functions. Hence, ANFIS [60] is considered
to be a universal estimator. Figure 21 represents neuro-fuzzy system important parts.
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Figure. 21 Neuro fuzzy network structure (a), Gaussian membership function (b), Training fis using hybrid
learning in 100 epochs (c), Fuzzy model and linguistics variables and sets
4.2 Artificial neural network classifier
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) [49] are very good at solving pattern recognition problems. A neural
network with enough neurons can classify any data with optional accuracy. They are suitable for complex decision
boundary problems having many variables. Multilayer networks fix the classification task for non-linear sets,
using hidden layers, that neurons are not directly connected to the final element. Also, multilayer neural networks
mostly employ the log-sigmoid transition function. Here conjugate gradient back propagation algorithm [61] is
used for training process along with 50 hidden layers. Train and test data are dividing to 70% and 30 %
respectively.
Table 7 presents acquired results on all databases using proposed method for FER and FMER tasks by
expressions, micro expressions and total. Table 8 shows comparison table for other similar methods versus
proposed method on same databases for FER and FMER tasks. The last column is runtime speed for proposed
method in second. For more information about each method, Table 4 would give enough details. Figure 22
illustrates Table 7 values (except total cells) in graphical form
Table. 7 Acquired results on all databases using proposed method for FER and FMER
DATABASE
EURECOM
VAP RGBD-T
FEEDB

USAGE
FER
FER
FMER

JOY
98.13 %
97.67 %
81.35 %

SADNESS
79.63 %

ANGER
93.90 %
88.93 %

SURPRISE
96.77 %
98.81 %
91.65 %

DISGUST
71.25 %

FACE
GRABBER
JAFFE

FMER

91.57 %

90.69 %

88.97 %

97.72 %

93.16 %

FER

97.91 %

97.98 %

100.00 %

98.11 %

CASME

FMER

100.00
%
85.61 %

78.72 %

75.19 %

90.28 %

86.37 %

FEAR
79.34
%
96.39
%
99.92
%
87.72
%

NEUTRAL
94.23 %
97.64 %
80.02 %

TOTAL
96.37 %
97.00 %
81.73 %

92.24 %

92.96 %

99.97 %

99.12 %

86.67 %

84.36 %

Table. 8 Comparison results
DATABASE
EURECOM
VAP RGBD-T
FEEDB
FACE
GRABBER
JAFFE
CASME

USAGE
FER
FER
FMER
FER
FMER
FER
FER
FMER

METHOD
[28] = 87.90 %
[30] = 95.70 %
[-] = [31] = 50.00 %
[] = [32] = 83.00 %
[26] = 94.88 %
[39] = 71.19 %

CNN
97.12 %
96.27 %
87.90 %
91.17 %
99.01 %
88.97 %

PROPOSED
96.37 %
97.00 %
81.73 %
92.96 %
99.12 %
84.36 %

RUNTIME
0.72 sec
0.61 sec
0.87 sec
0.62 sec
0.67 sec
0.79 sec
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Figure. 22 Proposed method results on all databases
5.

RESULT DISCUSSION

In Table 7, the blank cells mean that database does not contain that specific expressions. Also, in Table 8 and
for FEEDB and Face grabber databases, comparison methods are for FER purposes. But as FMER recognition is
higher level of recognition, so just FMER acquired results are used in cells. It has to be mentioned that comparison
methods did not determined any FMER results for FEEDB and Face grabber databases in their papers. As it is
clear in Table 8, proposed method has better results versus other methods (except CNN) which shows the
robustness of the system. Also, a sidelong experiment for all databases using CNN shows that CNN is not better
than proposed method in all databases, but in most of them had better performance. Proposed method shows better
performance on VAP RGB-D-T and Face Grabber databases versus CNN.
6.

CONCLUSION, SUGGESTIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Having combining of spatial and frequency domain features from color and depth images, it is possible to
recognize micro facial expressions with high precision. Also, using evolutionary algorithms in order to select most
reliable features and removing outliers is a smart action in such highly feature based systems. Having perfect
compatibility with pure darkness increased the application of the system and pushed the limits. Validation section
emphasizes on promising results of the proposed system versus most of the other methods, except CNN. It is
suggested to use other infrared sensor like Kinect which supports more than 5-meter cover and more than 30 fps
recording capability to achieve more robust results. Also, using evolutionary segmentation could be useful in preprocessing step. Applying proposed system on more and new FMER depth-based databases, having more than 7
facial expressions and recognizing faces with bear and glasses make the future works.
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